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Abstract: This study performed several sensitivity experiments to investigate the impact of
atmosphere–wave coupling on the simulated wind and waves over the East China Sea (ECS)
with a focus on typhoon events. These experiments include stand-alone regional atmosphere model
(CCLM) simulations, stand-alone spectral wave model (WAM) simulations driven by the regional
atmospheric model CCLM or ERA5 reanalysis, and two-way (CCLM-WAM) coupled simulations.
We assessed the simulated wind speed and significant wave height against in situ observations
and remote sensing data and focused on typhoon events in 2010. We analyzed the differences
between the experiments in capturing the surface pressure, wind speed, and roughness length.
Both ERA5 reanalysis data and our regional model simulations demonstrate high quality in capturing
wind and wave conditions over the ECS. The results show that downscaled simulations tend to be
closer to in situ observations than ERA5 reanalysis data in capturing wind variability and probability
distribution, dominant wind and wave directions, strong typhoon intensity and related extreme
significant wave height. In comparison with satellite observations, the CCLM-WAM simulation
outperforms the CCLM in reducing wind bias. The coupled and uncoupled simulations are very
similar in terms of other wind and wave statistics. Though there is much improvement in capturing
typhoon intensity to ERA5, regional downscaled simulations still underestimate the wind intensity of
tropical cyclones.
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1. Introduction

The interaction between different Earth system components, which include the sun, atmosphere,
ocean, land, and ice, is non-linear and important for regional climate variations. Ocean surface wind
waves are well known to affect the overlying atmosphere and play a dominant role in ocean-atmosphere
interactions. Wind forces the generation of multiple oceanic phenomena, such as surface waves,
storm surges, upwelling, and downwelling [1–5]. The wind is the dominant energy source for
driving large-scale ocean circulations and maintaining abyssal stratification [6]. Wind waves greatly
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impact the atmosphere–ocean turbulence fluxes in heat, momentum, mass, and energy [7], which
are also significantly influenced by wave-induced drag, swell propagation, and wave breaking [8,9].
The changes in the fluxes mediate the large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns, ocean states and
climate. Furthermore, waves can impact the generation of currents via Stokes drift and induce upper
ocean mixing through wave breaking.

Stand-alone atmospheric or ocean models have been used widely by the community for many
years. However, uncoupled models feature some limitations, as they do not resolve air–sea interaction
processes and regional feedbacks [10]. For standalone atmospheric modeling, many studies have
shown that there are general overestimates for weak wind. In contrast, there are underestimates
for strong wind, especially during typhoon or storm events [11,12]. With high spatial resolution,
high-quality forcing datasets, or spectral nudging techniques, regional atmospheric modeling may
improve the skills of simulating high-impact aspects of winds or mesoscale phenomena such as tropical
cyclones [13] or coastal winds [14], which will further contribute to the improvement of forcing wave
simulations [15–17]. However, large uncertainties in extreme wind modeling still exist [18], and these
uncertainties are caused by an unrealistic description of physics in the modeling of these extreme
events [19–22].

Wind stress parameterization (WSP) in atmospheric modeling is generally formulated by
wind-dependent drag coefficients or roughness lengths, which fit only open ocean conditions. Edson et
al. [23] indicated that surface roughness formulations that depend on wind speed and wave state
give similar results over open water and wind conditions of 5–25 m/s. This result was found because
of the linear variation in wave state with wind speeds under 25 m/s. For stronger winds or coastal
water conditions, joint measurements show that WSP is greatly impacted by the sea surface wave
state [24–26]. Drennan et al. [27] revealed that a wave steepness-based formulation (e.g., [28]) fits
mixed sea conditions, while a wave age-based formulation (e.g., [29]) is more suitable for undeveloped
young wind sea. Although many studies have shown the significance of wave-dependent physical
processes in atmospheric/oceanic modeling, it was the establishment of coordinated ocean-wave
climate projections (COWCLIP, [30]) that promoted the community interests in incorporating wave
models in regional climate models, global climate models or physical coupled atmosphere–ocean
models [7,20,21,31–37]. Fan et al. [33] developed a global high-resolution atmosphere–wave coupled
model, which showed good agreement with observations in wave heights and some improvement
to ERA40 in simulating significant wave heights. Shimura et al. [35] revealed that global climate
simulations with wave-dependent roughness result in a 25% improvement in wind speed intensity in
comparison with wind speed-dependent roughness. Additionally, it caused a significant change in
atmospheric circulations. Larsén et al. [34] simulated 23 years of storms using the atmospheric Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model and spectral wave model for near shore (SWAN) coupled model
through a wave boundary layer model (WBLM) implemented in SWAN, which handles the physics of
the air–sea interface. Their results demonstrated that the coupled model through a WBLM matched
better with observations than the uncoupled model, especially for extreme wind conditions. For the
development of extratropical lows, momentum fluxes play an important role. If an atmospheric model
is coupled to a wave model, the momentum flux is calculated as being dependent on sea-state and
causes less deepening of the lows during model simulation [38,39]. In the case of hurricanes, however,
the heat flux can also play a major role in the development of the low. Bao et al. [40] demonstrated that
by coupling waves and atmosphere models, a hurricane can become deeper. Katsafados et al. [41]
showed that feedbacks between the atmosphere and wind waves generate non-linear interactions
within the dynamic structure of a storm or cyclone. Rizza et al. [22] revealed that the simulated skills
of a Medicane track and intensity will be greatly improved if the wave-atmosphere model integrated
impacts of wave state and sea spray on roughness length for momentum transport.

However, these studies mostly focus on the whole globe or marine areas, such as the North
Sea and the Mediterranean Sea, while few studies have investigated the atmosphere–wave coupling
and its influence on the East China Sea (ECS) with high-resolution modeling. The coastal regions
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of the ECS feature a very dense population and are greatly threatened by many natural hazards,
such as tropical cyclones and extreme waves. It is of great significance to build a high-resolution
atmosphere–wave coupled model for predicting accurate wind and wave conditions, especially for
those during extreme events.

In this study, we aim to investigate the influence of high-resolution atmosphere–wave coupling in
simulating the wind and wave fields over the ECS, and we focus on typhoon events. High-resolution
stand-alone atmosphere and wave model simulations and coupled atmosphere–wave model runs
were conducted and validated against both buoy/platform observations and satellite data in 2010.
Furthermore, the skills of the new ERA5 climate reanalysis dataset [42] from the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) were first assessed over the ECS in terms of both
forcing atmosphere/wave regional models and generating wind and wave parameters, especially
during typhoon events.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the models and simulations setups, datasets
and methods, and sea surface roughness parameterization schemes. Sections 3 and 4 present the
validation results of simulated winds and waves against station and satellite observations, respectively.
Section 5 discusses the impact of atmosphere–wave coupling on means and extremes. The summary
and conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Experimental Setup and Datasets

2.1. Model Description and Simulation Setups

2.1.1. Atmospheric Model-CCLM

The non-hydrostatic regional climate model COSMO-CLM (CCLM, [43]) version 5.6 was used
in this study. CCLM is the climate version of the operational weather forecast model COSMO,
which was developed by the German Weather Service (DWD). The model is based on primitive
thermo-hydrodynamic equations, which describe compressible non-hydrostatic flow in a moist
atmosphere. The model equations are formulated in a rotated geographical coordinate system with a
generalized terrain-following height coordinate [44]. The initial and boundary conditions (including
sea surface temperature boundary forcing) of coupled and uncoupled CCLM model simulations
are provided by the one-hourly ERA5 reanalysis dataset (see Table 1 for the list of experiments).
A spectral nudging technique [45] was applied on the horizontal wind fields over 850 hPa to ensure
the model solution was consistent with the forcing at large scales. The model domain of CCLM in
this study covers the East China Sea with a spatial resolution of 0.0625◦, with 200 × 316 grid points in
the longitudinal and latitudinal directions (Figure 1). There are 10 grid boxes setting as the sponge
zone at each boundary and 40 layers in the vertical direction. The time step is 42 s. The physical
parameterizations used in the CCLM are similar to those described in Li et al. [46].

Table 1. Experiment setups.

Exp. Name Full Name Variable for Comparison Boundary Conditions

CCLM standalone CCLM
simulation

Wind speed (ws) and direction
(wdir) ERA5 boundary data

WAM_E standalone WAM simulation
driven by ERA5 winds

Significant wave height (swh),
mean wave direction (mwd)

ERA5 winds,
NW-Pacific WAM

WAM_C standalone WAM simulation
driven by CCLM winds swh, mwd CCLM winds,

NW-Pacific WAM

CCLM-WAM Coupled CCLM-WAM
simulation ws, wdir, swh, mwd ERA5 boundary data,

NW-Pacific WAM
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Figure 1. Topography of model areas: The outermost one indicates a domain for WAM simulation 
over the northwest Pacific region with a special resolution of 0.1° (NW-Pacific WAM), red square 
indicates domain of fine-resolution (0.05°) WAM simulation and CCLM-WAM coupling, nested 
within NW-Pacific WAM, the blue square is the domain of CCLM simulations. Black points indicate 
the locations of wind and wave observations, red points represent the locations of wind observations 
only, and blue points represent the locations of wave observations only. 

2.1.2. Wave Model: WAM 

The third-generation WAM Cycle 4.6.5 [47] was used in this study. The wave spectrum is 
computed by the integration of the energy balance equation, without any prior restrictions on the 
evolution of the spectra [48]. The source function integration scheme was made by [49], and the 
updated source terms of [50] and IFS, Cycle 45R1, were incorporated. The model runs in a shallow 
wave mode, with depth refraction and wave breaking taken into consideration. 

Open boundary data for the East China Sea domain were obtained by double-downscaling the 
wave model (i) a global 0.5° model was established and downscaled to (ii) the Northwest Pacific 
Ocean configuration with a special resolution of 0.1° (NW-Pacific WAM, see Figure 1) to (iii) the East 
China Sea setup with a spatial resolution of 0.05° (207 × 329 model grid points). The wind forcing of 
WAM for the global and North Pacific configurations was taken from the ERA5 dataset. Two 
standalone WAM simulations for the East China Sea were performed in this study and forced by two 
different wind vectors: ERA5 winds (WAM_E) and standalone CCLM winds (WAM_C) (see Table 1 
for the description of model experiments). The WAM model spectra are composed of 36 directions 
and 30 frequencies, exponentially spaced and ranging from 0.04 to 0.66 Hz. The topographic data 

Figure 1. Topography of model areas: The outermost one indicates a domain for WAM simulation
over the northwest Pacific region with a special resolution of 0.1◦ (NW-Pacific WAM), red square
indicates domain of fine-resolution (0.05◦) WAM simulation and CCLM-WAM coupling, nested within
NW-Pacific WAM, the blue square is the domain of CCLM simulations. Black points indicate the
locations of wind and wave observations, red points represent the locations of wind observations only,
and blue points represent the locations of wave observations only.

2.1.2. Wave Model: WAM

The third-generation WAM Cycle 4.6.5 [47] was used in this study. The wave spectrum is computed
by the integration of the energy balance equation, without any prior restrictions on the evolution of the
spectra [48]. The source function integration scheme was made by [49], and the updated source terms
of [50] and IFS, Cycle 45R1, were incorporated. The model runs in a shallow wave mode, with depth
refraction and wave breaking taken into consideration.

Open boundary data for the East China Sea domain were obtained by double-downscaling the
wave model (i) a global 0.5◦ model was established and downscaled to (ii) the Northwest Pacific Ocean
configuration with a special resolution of 0.1◦ (NW-Pacific WAM, see Figure 1) to (iii) the East China
Sea setup with a spatial resolution of 0.05◦ (207 × 329 model grid points). The wind forcing of WAM
for the global and North Pacific configurations was taken from the ERA5 dataset. Two standalone
WAM simulations for the East China Sea were performed in this study and forced by two different
wind vectors: ERA5 winds (WAM_E) and standalone CCLM winds (WAM_C) (see Table 1 for the
description of model experiments). The WAM model spectra are composed of 36 directions and
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30 frequencies, exponentially spaced and ranging from 0.04 to 0.66 Hz. The topographic data used for
wave simulations came from the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans one-minute grid data [51].
ERA5 monthly ice data were used as ice conditions for the wave model simulations.

2.1.3. Coupling between CCLM and WAM

In the fully two-way coupled model simulation (CCLM-WAM, see Table 1 and Figure S1), CCLM
and WAM are coupled via the OASIS3-MCT, version 2 coupler [52], which exchanges the wind and
sea surface roughness length between CCLM and WAM with a 6-min frequency. The wave model
over the ECS is forced by the winds provided by the atmospheric model CCLM, while the sea surface
roughness length of the atmospheric model is provided by the wave model through the OASIS3-MCT
coupler. All experiments were performed for the year 2010, which is when several typhoons passed
through the ECS and in situ observations were available for model skills assessment.

To assess the impact of coupling the wind wave model and the atmospheric model, the results
between the coupled model simulations (CCLM-WAM) and the uncoupled simulations (CCLM and
WAM_E and WAM_C) were compared. This process is illustrated through statistical analyses and
differences between the coupled and uncoupled runs for the major parameters close to the surface
(e.g., 10 m wind and significant wave height).

2.2. Datasets and Methods

To assess the role of the two-way coupling, the different experiments were compared with satellite
and in situ model simulations. Below, we provide information about the different data used in
this study.

2.2.1. ERA5 Reanalysis

ERA5 is the fifth major global reanalysis dataset developed by the ECMWFs using 4D-Var data
assimilation in the CY41R2 ECMWFS’ Earth System Model. It currently covers the period of 1979 to the
present and will extend back to 1950 in 2020, with a horizontal resolution of 31 km globally, 139 vertical
levels up to 0.01 hPa, and hourly output frequency. ERA5 generally outperforms ERA-Interim in the
troposphere, e.g., through improved global hydrological and mass balances and a smaller precipitation
bias [53]. Vast amounts of satellite and in situ observations have been assimilated in ERA5 reanalysis
data, including wave height from the Jason-1 and Jason-2 satellites and backscatter data (for deriving
wind speeds) from ASCAT data, which was also used as a reference for model validation.

2.2.2. In-situ Observations

Observations were collected from four buoys and one platform (Figure 1) from the Marine Science
Data Center (MSDC) of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the National Oceanographic Data Center
(NODC) of the US, respectively. The detailed information of each station observation is shown in Table 2.
The observed wind speeds at different heights were converted to the 10-m height, considering the wave
dependence of the sea surface roughness length through the Charnock relation [54]. All buoy and
platform observations in 2010 were used to validate the model outputs. For comparison, model grid
data were interpolated to the stations’ locations based on the nearest-neighbor method. All comparison
results are for the year 2010.

2.2.3. Satellite Data

The Jason-1 and Jason-2 satellites were initiated to measure sea surface wind speed, wave height
and sea surface height by the National Center for Space Studies and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration of the US for monitoring and forecasting ocean variations. The satellites were
launched in 2001 and 2008, respectively. Their orbit coverage over the ECS is given in Figure S2.
The wind or wave measurements of Jason-1 and Jason-2 nearest to the CCLM or WAM grid points
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and within 1 h from the simulated full hour were averaged and assigned as “observations” for the
simulated CCLM or WAM grid. All simultaneous pairs were selected for the simulation validations.

The statistical metrics used for the comparison of simulated data with observations were the
bias, mean absolute error (MAE), correlation coefficient (Corr), root mean square error (RMSE),
normalized centered root mean square error (NCRMSE) and normalized standard deviation (NSD) [11].
The statistical significance of bias and mean absolute error between simulations and observations
were determined by using Student’s t-test. The 95% confidence intervals were calculated to estimate
their uncertainties.

2.3. Sea Surface Roughness Length Parameterizations

The roughness length over water directly influences the air–sea fluxes in heat, momentum, mass,
and energy. For the standalone regional climate model CCLM, it was parameterized as a function
of surface conditions varying with wind speed [55]. A modified Charnock formula is implemented
as follows:

z0 =
α
g

max
(
u2
∗ , w2

∗

)
(1)

where the Charnock parameter is α = 0.0123, u∗ is the friction velocity, and w∗ is the free convection
scaling velocity. For ice covering water surfaces, z0 is set to 0.001 m.

For the CCLM-WAM coupled model, the roughness length was expressed as a function of the
wave-induced stress τw [56,57],

z0 = α1
u2
∗

g
1

√
1− τw/τ

(2)

where α1 = 0.006, so that the Charnock parameter for old wind sea equals 0.0185, which is consistent
with observations [58]. τ is the total surface stress. The wave-induced stress τw represents the
momentum fluxes transferred from the atmosphere to the waves, which can be related to the
wind-wave growth and the directional wave spectrum.

Table 2. List of station observations at buoy station and platform. Observation parameters including
wind speed (ws), wind direction (wdir), significant wave height (swh) and mean wave direction (mwd).

Station Lon Lat Parameters Height (m) Water Depth (m) Type

S1 122.75 38.76 ws, wdir 3 52 buoy

S2 123.013 39.067 swh 3 37.3 buoy

S6 123.135 30.715 ws, wdir, swh 10 61 buoy

S7 122.58 37.0625 ws, wdir, swh 3 30 buoy

IEODO 125.184 32.12 ws, wdir, swh, mwd 43.5 41 platform

3. Validation

3.1. Model Assessment of 10 m Wind against Station Observations

Taylor diagrams [59] (Figure 2) were used to demonstrate the comparisons of simulated wind
against in situ observations for the four different stations (see Figure 1 and Table 1 for station locations).
The results show that correlation coefficients between modeled and observed data are generally larger
than 0.7, and the ERA5 reanalysis data performed better. In the case of the normalized centered root
mean square error, we found that the values were in the range of 0.5–1.0, with ERA5 having the
smallest value. CCLM and CCLM-WAM are generally similar in terms of representing the observed
wind speeds. They outperform ERA5 in capturing the standard variability of observations, with values
around 1 at three stations. The statistical measures between simulations and four stations for different
wind intensities are summarized in Table 3. All bias and MAE values, except ERA5 wind bias between
4–8 m/s, pass the significance test at a significance level of 0.05. It shows that the bias is positive for
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wind speeds below 4 m/s and tends to be negative for wind speeds larger than 4 m/s. The bias and root
mean square error for simulated wind speeds between 4–12 are in general smaller than ones of low
wind speeds (<4 m/s) and of large wind speeds (>12 m/s), indicating the outperformance in simulated
moderate wind speeds. For model inter-comparison, CCLM-WAM performs the best for low wind
speed (<4 m/s), CCLM the best for strong wind speeds (>12 m/s), and ERA5 the best for moderate
wind speeds (4–12 m/s). These results show the high quality of the ERA5 reanalysis data in capturing
the observed wind speed in the ECS. The statistics also demonstrate that the regional model (that was
run without data assimilation) performs well and hs an added value to ERA5 reanalysis in capturing
wind variability and low wind speed or strong wind speed features.
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Figure 2. Taylor diagrams comparing the observations with three wind products for each station in
2010. The black contour lines represent the normalized centered root mean square errors, the blue
contour lines represent the normalized standard deviations, and the azimuthal position of the point
represents the correlation coefficient between the modeled and observed wind data.

Table 3. Bias (m/s), mean absolute error (MAE, m/s) and root mean square error (RMSE, m/s) for each
range of wind speed between simulated results and observations. 95% confidence interval of bias
and MAE are listed. Italic value means that it does not pass the significance test at a level of 0.05.
Bold represents the best skill in each column.

Simulation
< 4 m/s 4–8 m/s 8–12 m/s > 12 m/s

BIAS MAE RMSE BIAS MAE RMSE BIAS MAE RMSE BIAS MAE RMSE

CCLM 1.16 ±
0.10

1.78 ±
0.08 2.68 − 0.3 ±

0.07
1.58 ±
0.05 2.04 −0.78

± 0.10
1.66 ±
0.07 2.24 −1.33

± 0.18
1.76 ±
0.15 2.71

CCLM-WAM 0.79 ±
0.10

1.66 ±
0.08 2.50 −0.67

± 0.07
1.74 ±
0.05 2.18 −1.11

± 0.10
1.68 ±
0.08 2.31 −2.04

± 0.16
2.18 ±
0.15 3.04

ERA5 1.56 ±
0.10

1.94 ±
0.08 2.79 0.13 ±

0.06
1.18 ±
0.04 1.57 −0.7 ±

0.07
1.19 ±
0.05 1.61 −1.81

± 0.14
1.88 ±
0.13 2.73
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Figure 3 shows that the fitted Weibull distributions of the modeled wind data are consistent
with one of the observed winds, at least for three out of four stations (exception of station S7).
In terms of the modeled results, we found that the fitted Weibull probability distribution from the
ERA5 winds underestimates the frequency of the observations at low wind speeds of less than 4 m/s,
while it overestimates the frequency at medium wind speeds between 4 and 12 m/s. CCLM and
CCLM-WAM both feature improvement over ERA5 in capturing wind speed probability distribution.
However, the performance of CCLM and CCLM-WAM varies at different stations and wind intensities.
At stations S1 and S6, CCLM is closer to the observations than CCLM-WAM, and the opposite occurs
at station S7.
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Figure 3. Observed wind histograms and fitted Weibull distributions for observed and simulated wind
speeds at four stations in 2010.

The wind rose diagram at station IEODO (Figure 4) shows that the observed distribution patterns
of wind direction can be realistically reproduced by all modeled results. The dominant winds are
northerly and northeasterly winds, followed by southeasterly winds. The results of CCLM and
CCLM-WAM are similar, and both feature some minor improvement relative to the ERA5 wind
direction in comparison with observations. For near-coastal station S7, the wind direction is worse,
especially for the ERA5 reanalysis data due to the coarse resolution.
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3.2. Model Assessment of Significant Wave Height against Station Observations

For most of the stations (except S6) in Figure 5, the simulated significant wave height (SWH)
is highly correlated with the observations, with values of approximately 0.9 (only S6 has a value
below 0.8). The normalized centered root mean square errors are generally less than 0.5, while the
normalized standard deviations are close to 1. All simulations generally have similar correlation
coefficients. WAM_E and CCLM-WAM slightly outperform WAM_C and ERA5 when using the
normalized centered root mean square error as a reference for stations S6 and S7.

The simulated SWH bias is generally small, with values less than 0.1 m except for station S6
(Table 4), and the BIAS differences between the experiments are minor. The MAE values are mostly
in the range of 0.14–0.30 m and are smaller at stations S2 and S7 than at stations S6 and IEODO.
Though bias and MAE values for simulated SWH are in general small, however, they mostly pass the
significance test at a level of 0.05, except WAM_C simulation in SWH bias at station S7, indicating that
they are significantly different from the observations.
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Table 4. Bias (m) and mean absolute error (MAE, m) between simulated and observed significant wave
height at four stations. 95% confidence interval of bias and MAE are listed. Italic value means that it
does not pass the significance test at a level of 0.05. Bold represents the best skill in each column.

Exp.
S2 S6 S7 IEODO

BIAS
(m)

MAE
(m)

BIAS
(m)

MAE
(m)

BIAS
(m)

MAE
(m)

BIAS
(m)

MAE
(m)

WAM_E 0.01
± 0.004

0.14
± 0.003

−0.20
± 0.013

0.28
± 0.012

−0.05
± 0.006

0.15
± 0.005

−0.01
± 0.008

0.25
± 0.005

WAM_C 0.04
± 0.005

0.16
± 0.003

−0.14
± 0.013

0.27
± 0.012

0.01
± 0.008

0.16
± 0.006

0.07
± 0.009

0.28
± 0.007

CCLM-WAM −0.02
± 0.004

0.14
± 0.003

−0.21
± 0.013

0.29
± 0.012

−0.04
± 0.007

0.16
± 0.005

−0.01
± 0.008

0.25
± 0.005

ERA5 0.03
± 0.005

0.16
± 0.003

−0.32
± 0.013

0.35
± 0.012

0.07
± 0.008

0.17
± 0.006

0.04
± 0.007

0.24
± 0.005

Figure 6 shows that the patterns of the simulated mean wave direction are generally consistent with
the observations at station IEODO. The dominant directions are northerly, southerly, and southeasterly,
which are consistent with the directions of the measured wind speed at station IEODO. This result
implies that larger parts of waves are contributed from the wind sea instead of the swell waves.
ERA5 performs the worst among all simulations in capturing the mean wave direction patterns,
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while the high-resolution WAM simulations are consistent with each other in terms of representing
the observed mean wave directions. Comparing WAM_C and CCLM-WAM with IEODO data, it is
notable that in small wave ranges (up to 0.8 m, the blue color), the two-way coupled run is becoming
closer to the observation. It is also notable that CCLM-WAM performs best for the distribution of
northerly waves.
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3.3. Validation against Satellite Observations

The results in the previous sections showed assessments against in situ observations.
However, for our study area, such data are rare. Thus, for more comprehensive validation, Jason-1 and
Jason-2 satellite data were used to assess the capacity of the different simulations in capturing wind
and wavefields over the ECS. Figure 7 reveals that the simulated bias is smallest for CCLM-WAM wind
speeds (Jason-1: −0.05 m/s, Jason-2: 0.02 m/s) and largest for ERA5 wind speeds (Jason-1: 0.31 m/s,
Jason-2: 0.39 m/s). The normalized standard deviations of CCLM and CCLM-WAM wind are in
the range of 1.01–1.05, being closer to the satellite observations than ERA5, which is consistent with
results using station observations as a reference. If we use the Jason-1 wind speed as a reference,
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all simulations are similar in terms of the MAE (1.15 m/s–1.17 m/s), CORR (0.89–0.90) and RMSE
(1.5 m/s), while ERA5 is slightly better than CCLM and CCLM-WAM if the Jason-2 wind speed is
used as a reference. In terms of quantile-quantile plots, CCLM features the best performance, while
CCLM-WAM and ERA5 generally underestimate strong wind speeds over 12 m/s. This result is due
to the non-linear effects between the interaction of the atmosphere and the waves and the increased
surface roughness leading to decreasing significant wave height at strong winds.
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Figure 7. Comparison of modeled wind speed (y-axis) with Jason-1 (left column) and Jason-2 (right
column) satellite wind observations (x-axis): Scatter plots (grey dots), qq plots (red dots), and several
statistical measures (valid numbers of observations, bias, mean absolute error (MAE), correlation
(Corr), root-mean-square error (RMSE), mean and normalized standard deviation (SD)). The kernel
density estimations (contour lines) are included. Furthermore, 95% confidence interval of bias and
MAE are listed.
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Figure 8 shows that for the significant wave height, WAM_C is the best in terms of the normalized
standard deviation (Jason-1: 0.99, Jason-2: 1.02). WAM_E, WAM_C, and CCLM-WAM are generally
consistent with each other in terms of the other measures, such as MAE (0.25–0.27 m), Corr (0.92–0.93)
and RMSE (0.33–0.35 m). ERA5 performs slightly better in most statistical measures except for the
normalized standard deviation (Jason-1: 0.93, Jason-2: 0.96).
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4. Typhoon Events

In the following section, the model skills in terms of simulating a typhoon track and intensity will
be demonstrated. The typhoon Kompasu is used as an example, and this typhoon passed through
the ECS from 31 August and 02 September 2010 [60]. A tracking algorithm [13] was adopted to track
this typhoon by searching for the maximum wind speed and minimum sea-level pressure within a
distance around the track.

All simulated tracks of typhoon Kompasu are comparable in capturing the track of typhoon
Kompasu (Figure 9). They are very similar to the track of the best track data from the Japan
Meteorological Agency (JBTD) [61] and China Meteorological Agency (CBTD) [62]. In order to quantify
the skills of simulated tracks, the great circle distances between JBTD and extracted tracks of model
simulations, as well as CBTD, were calculated based on Haversine formula [63]. The great circle
distances of simulated tracks are similar (with values 30–95 km) at the beginning when the simulated
deviations from observations are larger than those during the evolution period. ERA5, in general,
shows smaller deviations than downscaling simulations, which was consistent with the study by
Feser and von Storch [64]. CCLM and CCLM-WAM share almost the same values in the great circle
distances, which is in the range of 10–100 km. The atmosphere model experiments that we used
underestimate the intensities of typhoon Kompasu: The observed minimum sea-level pressure is
overestimated by 10–40 hPa, while the maximum 10-m wind speed is underestimated by 4–20 m/s.
The maximum wind speed of the re-analysis data of ERA5 used to force the CCLM and CCLM-WAM
models showed the largest underestimation from the observations, which can be more than 20 m/s.
It can be seen that the regional CCLM model and the CCLM-WAM performs better than ERA5 in
capturing sea level pressure during 01 September 2010 and maximum 10-m wind speed for all
tracked times. The improvement in wind speed intensities reaches up to 10 m/s by downscaling.
CCLM and CCLM-WAM are similar in reflecting minimum sea level pressure, while CCLM is closer
than CCLM-WAM to the best track data in capturing the maximum 10-m wind speed over the coupled
region when the typhoon intensities are underestimated by the simulations. However, the regional
model domain of CCLM is too small to generate high typhoon intensity if the forcing data are strongly
underestimated. Additional parameterizations (e.g., [23]) might be considered in this case, which will be
discussed in the next section. It should be noted that the typhoon intensities between both observation
datasets can be very large, especially during extreme wind conditions. Nevertheless, the observation
uncertainties in typhoon intensities would not change the concluding results of this study.

The validation of simulated time series of wind speed and SWH against observations at stations
IEODO and S6 during three typhoon events that occurred consecutively from the end of August to
the middle of September is shown in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. At the IEODO station, for calm
conditions (after 07 September 2019), all model data are very close to the observations. ERA5 performs
worst at extreme wind speeds on approximately 01 September 2010 (with underestimation about
10 m/s) and best for wind speeds at other wind conditions. The wind intensity of the CCLM simulation
is higher than that of CCLM-WAM at most times. For SWH, CCLM-WAM is better than WAM_C in
capturing extreme waves around 01 and 05 September 2010. For the observed SWH with approximately
2 m intensity, all simulations are similar.
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Figure 9. (a) Tracks of typhoon Kompasu from Best Track Data of Japan Meteorological Agency (red
line, JBTD) and China Meteorological Agency (black line, CBTD), and corresponding model results,
time series of (b) great circle distance between model simulations (CBTD) and JBTD, (c) the minimum
sea-level pressure and (d) maximum 10-m wind speed. Magenta points in (a) indicate the domain of
standalone WAM simulation/coupling simulation.
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Figure 11 shows that the intensities of the wind speed and SWH at station S6 are much smaller than
those at station IEODO. CCLM and CCLM-WAM simulations are generally similar in capturing wind
speed intensities, while ERA5 is slightly better in capturing wind intensities at some times. For SWH,
ERA5 performs the worst and its underestimation can be up to 3 m. WAM_C is the best for extreme
events. WAM_E, WAM_C, and CCLM-WAM are similar in relation to the other wave conditions.

Above all, it can be seen that the ERA5 reanalysis dataset is generally of high quality in
reproducing observed wind speed and SWH. However, it shows low skill in capturing wind
intensities of strong typhoon events, which can be better captured by downscaling simulations.
Nevertheless, high-resolution uncoupled or coupled atmosphere waves still greatly underestimate the
extreme wind speeds related to strong typhoons. The regional model area is too small and is critically
dependent on the external forcing data. If the ERA5 data strongly underestimate the intensity of the
typhoon, the regional model will be incapable of generating such strong wind. In addition, slightly
better wind forcing does not guarantee better wave modeling at local scales because, except for wind
seas, swells that propagate from far fields will also determine the local wave conditions.

5. Impact of Coupling on Mean and Extremes

As discussed in Section 2, the parameterization of the sea surface roughness length for the standalone
CCLM simulation is wind-dependent, while it is wave-stress dependent for the coupled CCLM-WAM
simulation. Figure 12 shows the relationships of the 10-m wind speed and roughness length estimated
from the uncoupled CCLM and the coupled CCLM. For the coupled CCLM-WAM, the roughness length
varies with wave age conditions under certain wind speeds. The fitted roughness length values of
CCLM-WAM (blue line) are generally consistent with the CCLM parameterization for old sea states and
wind speeds less than 8 m/s. However, it is much higher for young sea states and wind speeds greater
than 10 m/s. In the parameterizations used in this study [57], the roughness length increases with wind
speed. Furthermore, it is found that the acceleration of roughness length of CCLM-WAM is larger for
strong winds than for weak winds. The relationship pattern of friction velocity and roughness length
is very similar to that of 10-m wind speed and roughness length. Consequently, both roughness length
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parameterizations will result in different relationships between wind speed/friction velocity and roughness
length. The exchange of winds and roughness length between CCLM and WAM for coupled simulations
will greatly and non-linearly impact the atmosphere and wave fields.
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Figure 12. Relationship between (a) 10-m wind speed and roughness length, (b) friction velocity
and roughness length at station IEODO for the year 2010. Colored points indicate the CCLM-WAM
simulation, while grey points indicate the CCLM standalone simulation. The lines indicate the
polynomial regression fitting lines for coupled simulations.

Figure 13a shows that the annual mean roughness length for the uncoupled CCLM simulation
features small values that are generally less than 0.2 mm. In contrast, the roughness lengths for the
coupled CCLM-WAM simulation (Figure 13b) are mostly greater than 0.2 mm. In the open area,
the roughness length for the coupled CCLM-WAM simulation exceeds that of the uncoupled CCLM by
0–0.2 mm, while the differences in some coastal areas are larger (Figure 13c), which leads to negative
biases of the wind speed of the coupled CCLM-WAM against the uncoupled CCLM winds over the
entire ECS (Figure 13f). The absolute wind speed differences are smaller in the offshore areas, especially
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in the southeastern part of the model domain, and are larger in the Bohai Sea and Taiwan Strait
areas. Though differences exist, the annual mean spatial patterns for the annual mean wind speed
between the coupled and uncoupled simulations look quite similar (Figure 13d,e). The wind speeds
are generally in the range of 5–8 m/s, increasing from northwest to southeast. In the case of SWH,
the spatial patterns between the coupled and uncoupled simulations are also similar (Figure 13g,h).
Consequently, the SWH is generally smaller than 0.9 m in the near-coastal areas and are in the range of
0.9–1.8 m for the offshore areas. The annual mean SWH for the coupled CCLM-WAM simulation is
0.04–0.12 m smaller than that for the uncoupled simulation (Figure 13i). Above all, we can see that the
coupled model simulation with a sea state-dependent Z0 results in a smaller annual mean wind speed
and SWH than the uncoupled model simulations with a wind-dependent Z0, which is supposed to be
applicable for the climatological mean of long-term simulations.
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Figure 13. Annual mean roughness length (Z0, a,b, unit: mm), wind speed (WS, d–e, unit: m/s) and
significant wave height (SWH, g,h, unit: m) for uncoupled and coupled simulations in 2010 and the
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In the previous sections, we investigated the skills of the ERA5, coupled and uncoupled simulations
in capturing intensities and the track of the strong typhoon Kompasu by comparing the results with
observations. Here, we further show the simulated spatial fields of the atmospheric and wave fields
for typhoon Kompasu at 05:00 UTC, 01 September 2010 (Figure 14). In general, the spatial patterns
look similar among the ERA5, uncoupled and coupled simulations in terms of wind speed/vectors,
mean sea level pressure, significant wave height and peak wave period, with the latter two simulations
being in better agreement with each other. However, differences exist due to the resolution or coupling
setups, especially in the near-coastal areas. The coarse-resolution ERA5 reanalysis data feature
relatively weaker intensities of typhoons and typhoon generated wind-waves in comparison with the
high-resolution coupled or uncoupled simulations. The wind speeds and significant wave heights of
the coupled simulation were smaller than those of the uncoupled simulations, which was caused by
the larger roughness length for the coupled simulation.Atmosphere 2020, 11, x 20 of 25 
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In detail, Figure 14a–c shows that the wind speeds around the typhoon center are 15–24 m/s for
ERA5. They are generally 18–27 m/s for the coupled simulation and can be more than 27 m/s for the
uncoupled CCLM simulation. Furthermore, due to the high resolution, a strong mesoscale wind band
along the coast of the Shandong Peninsula and detailed wind structures over land are generated for
both the coupled and the uncoupled simulations. In comparison with the advanced scatterometer
(ASCAT) wind speeds (Figure S3), we found that all three simulated data were generally consistent
with each other in terms of the spatial patterns of wind biases over water regions. Nevertheless, there
were still differences among them: Coupled and uncoupled simulations were better than ERA5 in terms
of capturing the wind band over the middle of the Yellow Sea, where the ERA5 greatly underestimated
ASCAT winds. However, ERA5 was better fit observations than the CCLM model simulation over
parts of the north and the west Yellow Sea, south East China Sea and regions around the center of the
typhoon. The general better agreement between ERA5 and ASCAT is because the ASCAT dataset has
been assimilated in the ERA5 reanalysis dataset. The large bias of wind intensities around the typhoon
center for the coupled and uncoupled simulations is caused by the biased location of the simulated
typhoon center compared to ASCAT.

Figure 14d–f shows that the simulated mean sea level pressures (MSLPs) are less than 996 hPa.
The MSLPs of the coupled and uncoupled simulations are very similar to each other and generally
larger than those of ERA5 by approximately 2 hPa. The spatial distributions of SWH (Figure 14g–i)
are highly consistent with those of wind speeds (Figure 14a–c). The SWH around the typhoon center
can reach more than 10 m for coupled and uncoupled simulations, while those for ERA5 are between
6 and 8 m. For the other regions that are not greatly influenced by typhoon, the SWH is similar
among different simulations, with values less than 2 m. In terms of PWP (Figure 14j–l), we see values
larger than 6 s over the south Yellow Sea and the East China Sea, while smaller values are seen over
the Bohai Sea and part of the north Yellow Sea. Different simulations share similar spatial patterns.
The coupled and uncoupled simulations feature larger areas with larger PWP values than those of
ERA5, which means that the wave regimes of the former two simulations tend to be dominated by
swell. Simulated significant wave height and wave period patterns of WAM_C and CCLM-WAM close
to the eastern coast show smaller-scale features due to the wave breaking and refraction that are not
captured by the ERA5 wave data.

In addition, atmosphere–wave coupling not only influences the surface atmospheric or wave fields
but also has a great impact on the atmospheric fields at high levels. We plotted zonal and meridional
cross-sections of wind speed and temperature vertically around the typhoon center (Figure S4) and
found that both increases and decreases exist for winds and temperatures in the coupled simulation.
However, it seems that the distributions of these changes are rather random. Wind speed differences
larger than 6 m/s can be found both near the surface and at high levels.

6. Summary and Discussion

In this study, we performed several high-resolution simulations over the East China Sea, including
a standalone atmospheric CCLM simulation, standalone WAM wave simulations driven by the
ERA5 reanalysis dataset (WAM_E) and CCLM simulation outputs (WAM_C), and coupled CCLM-WAM
simulation (CCLM-WAM). Two-way coupling is performed interactively using OASIS3-MCT libraries.
Based on a series of statistical analyses, the model outputs were validated against in situ and satellite
observations in 2010 to assess their skills in simulating wind, wave, and extreme events. This is the
first study to downscale the latest ERA5 reanalysis dataset over the ECS. It is also the first study to
assess the skills of both a high-resolution atmosphere–wave coupling model and the ERA5 reanalysis
dataset in this area. We mainly address three questions. First, can the latest ERA5 reanalysis dataset
realistically capture the wind and wave conditions over the East China Sea? Second, what are the
added values of the downscaled atmospheric model and wave model to the ERA5 forcing dataset?
Third, can wave–atmosphere coupled model outperform standalone wave or atmosphere models in
simulating wind or wave features? The answers are summarized as follows:
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(1) ERA5 reanalysis data demonstrate high quality in capturing wind and wave conditions over
the ECS except at certain coastal stations. Wind bias is generally less than 0.4 m/s, wind mean absolute
error is less than 1.5 m/s, and the correlation coefficient is almost 0.9 for satellite observations and
larger than 0.75 for station observations. For wave statistics, bias is within 0.1 m, mean absolute error
is less than 0.25 m, and the correlation coefficient is generally larger than 0.9, the normalized standard
deviation is around 1. We must note that the satellite data that we used for validations have been
assimilated into ERA5. Nevertheless, the ERA5 reanalysis dataset cannot accurately capture the wind
speed variability or a probability distribution over the ECS and greatly underestimates the intensities
of a strong typhoon event by 20 m/s.

(2) High-resolution downscaled wave-atmosphere coupled and stand-alone simulations can
adequately simulate wind and wave conditions. We found that the downscaled simulations can
outperform ERA5 in terms of wind speed variability, wind probability distribution and dominant wind
or wave directions. High-resolution downscaled CCLM and CCLM-WAM simulations show higher
skill than ERA5 in simulating the intensity of strong typhoons and related mesoscale wind structures.
The improvement in wind intensity during typhoon events can reach up to 10 m/s by downscaling.
Downscaled WAM and CCLM-WAM runs will generate larger significant wave heights and larger
peak wave periods than ERA5 during the typhoon event. Our regional downscaled simulations tend
to be closer to in situ observations of significant wave height during the typhoon event.

(3) In comparison with satellite observations, the CCLM-WAM simulation outperforms the CCLM
in reducing wind bias. The coupled and uncoupled simulations are very similar in terms of other
wind and wave statistics. However, by the standalone simulation, the intensity of the typhoon is
better simulated than that by the CCLM-WAM simulation. Although there are improvements relative
to ERA5, both CCLM-WAM and CCLM underestimate the intensity of the strong typhoon event.
Atmosphere–wave coupling not only modifies both surface-atmosphere/wave fields but also greatly
impacts atmospheric structures from the surface to upper levels. The wave-stress dependent roughness
length for the coupled simulation is consistent with the wind-dependent roughness length for the
standalone CCLM simulation under the conditions of old sea and wind speeds less than 8 m/s, while
the former is larger than the latter for wind speeds larger than 10 m/s and young wave conditions,
which results in relatively weaker annual mean wind speed and significant wave height as well as a
weaker intensity of strong typhoons in the coupled simulation than the standalone simulations.

Similar to Wahle et al. [37], we found a general reduction of both surface wind speeds and
simulated wave heights from coupling, especially for extreme wind events. However, the standalone
CCLM simulation overestimated the storm intensity in Wahle et al. [37], while it underestimated the
strong typhoons in this study. Due to the larger roughness length, the coupled simulation tended
to result in better agreement with observations for modeling storms over the North Sea and poorer
agreement for simulating strong typhoons over the ECS compared to the uncoupled simulation.
The different performances of CCLM in capturing storms or typhoons can be probably caused by
their different formation mechanisms. Storms over the North Sea derive energy from the horizontal
pre-existing thermal contrast in the atmosphere, while typhoons obtain heat energy from the warm
moist air over the ocean.

It can be seen that even the latest high-resolution ERA5 reanalysis still underestimate the intensity
of strong typhoon. Downscaled CCLM simulations with 7-km resolution as in the present study can
greatly improve the skills in capturing the intenstiy of strong typhoons, however, large underestimation
still exists for high-resolution downscaling, as in some other studies [65,66]. In contrast, there is
overestimation of typhoon intensities by different high-resolution models [67]. To realistically simulate
tropical cyclone intensity, we suggest implementing an atmosphere–wave–ocean coupled model
system [68], and some key interaction processes, such as wave breaking-induced sea spray and wave
breaking-induced mixing, should be considered [21].

In the present study, the roughness length/drag coefficient parameterization of the CCLM model
is calculated from the Charnock parameter, which depends on the sea state through the wave-induced
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stress for the coupled model. The parameterization methods are kept consistent with the ECMWF
coupled model system to better identify the added value from the high-resolution atmosphere–wave
coupling to ERA5. Subsequently, for simulating tropical cyclones over the East China Sea, further
sensitivity experiments should be conducted to test the skills of different roughness length/drag
coefficient parameterizations, such as wave age-dependent or wave steepness-dependent factors
(e.g., [28,29,33,35]). The optimal coupling system is expected to be derived based on a series of
experiments and contributes to the improvement of modeling accuracy, especially in the cases of strong
typhoons. Finally, there are considerable discrepancies among the different observational datasets in
capturing specific wind or wave features. Therefore, a careful selection of observation datasets as a
reference is recommended to assess the validation of model performance.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4433/11/3/252/s1,
Figure S1: Schematic diagram of the CCLM-WAM coupled model, Figure S2: Tracks of Jason-1 and Jason-2 over
the East China Sea in 2010 for wind speeds (m/s), Figure S3: Snapshots at 01:00 UTC, 01 September 2010 for
(a) Wind speed (shaded, m/s) and vectors of ASCAT satellite, (b–d) wind speed bias (m/s) of ERA5, uncoupled
simulation and coupled simulation against ASCAT observations over the East China Sea, Figure S4: Zonal (a,c)
and meridional (b,d) cross sections of typhoon center at 0900 UTC 01 September 2010 for horizontal wind speed
(shaded) and temperature (contours) of CCLM (upper panel) and CCLM-WAM (middle panel) simulations and
the differences between CCLM-WAM and CCLM (bottom panel).
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